Name of the Event: -Mentoring Session on “Tips to Crack Personal Interview” for Final
Year Students
Resource Person: - Mr. Aditya Bose, CEO & Founder, Probano
Day &Date: - Thursday, 22ndApril, 2021
Time: - 12.00Noon to 1.30 PM
Attended by: - All the final year students of BBA, B. Com (H) & BCA
Venue:Online, ZOOM App

The BBA Department of JIMS Engineering ManagementTechnical Campus, Greater Noida
organised a Mentoring Session onThursday, 22nd April, 2021. Mr. Aditya Bose, CEO &
Founder, Probano mentored the final year students and shared tips on cracking personal
interviews.
Mr. Mayank Babbar, Final Year Student, BBA welcomed the guest and thanked him for
accepting the invitation and for being their mentor.

Mr.Bosebeganthe mentoring session with some basic gestures, body language and attire to be
worn while appearing for a personal interview. He added that knowledge and confidence one
possesses is the most important factor for selection.
He also made students aware that cracking a job interview has always been daunting and
makes it stressful for candidates, but they ned to be patient so that they can behave in a calm

manner. With the Covid-19 pandemic, it has become even more challenging as organizations
have adjusted to the new normal and the candidates also have to deal with the changes
happening in the work culture. Since the majority of organizations have moved to adopt
digital infrastructure, it is quite common that the initial rounds or the entire interview process
is likely take place online, so candidate needs to prepare accordingly.

He expressed his thoughts and told about his own experiences of giving and taking interviews
both. Along with it, how he reached the point in his successful journey, establishment of
startup, its survival to its success. He explained in detail about the expectations of the
interviewer.
It was really idealistic for the students to hear from him. He also touched certain points on the
subjectivity of selection criterion sometimes.

It was very interactive as he asked students to present their answers for certain contradictory
and subjective questions, he practiced with the students and corrected at various points. Ms.
Anjali Singh,Final Year Student, BBA, gave vote of thanks and expressed gratitude towards
the guest for giving his valuable time to them. Dr. Rashi Gupta,Assistant Professor, BBA
coordinated for the event to be a success. Mr.Boseanswered all the questions of the students
diligently.The mentoring session was highly, informative, practical, needed and interactive
for all the students.
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